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HPV achieves milestone with 48-hour ride
by Morgan Andriulli
features editor
(Due to time and space limitations, a more
complete chronology will be contained in next
week's issue.)
On completion of this weekends'48-hour ride, the
UAH Human-Powered Vehicle Program achieved
another milestone on the read to the transcontinental
assault in October. The purpose of this endurance
run was to train and acclimate the HPV crew and rider
for extended time on the road, as will be required for
the transcon.
"I feel we've accomplished quite a bit. The crew is
now in the right frame on mind for endurance
running," commented Dr. Mark Bower on the 522
mile ride. Bower is the faculty adviser to the project.
Part of the purpose of the ride was to develop a
routine for the team and rider Jeff Lindner to use on
the transcon. Though considered a success for all
involved, the ride provided a microcosm of extremes
for the team to deal with, according to Rhonda Wales,
project manager.
Wales had a lot to consider. Despite dealing with
heavy wind, rain, fog and darkness (a combination
never before dealt with by the team), bad roads, hilly
The Opus Team: (left to right) back row: Jeff Lindner,rider; Jenny Sawyer, Alexis "CRASH" Von
terrain, careless drivers, faulty radios and, at one
Spakovsky; Dennis Wingo, Kenny "SKID" Swaim, Dr. Mark "DAD" Bower, faculty advisor; Paul
point, an ill Jeff Lindner, the team recorded 522.3
Dumbacher, chief Mechanic. Front row: John Deep, Jim Kinney, Melissa DON WHO. Thornton,
miles actually covered by Lindner on Opus I-A for the
p.r.; Carol Johnson, "RADIO" Rhonda Wales, project manager; Jean "MOM" Lindner
48-hour period. The problems that arose allowed the
(photo by Morgan Andnulli)
team a chance to gain experience and endurance for
the record run in October.
of the trip.
The run started at 10:23 p.m., last Friday during a traffic heading for the Auburn game became
Team Opus will make a run at being the first fullydangerous. The team decided to load Opus in the van
break in the rains brought by Hurricane Gilbert. The
fared
(aerodynamically enclosed), recumbent
team left Huntsville on Highway 231 South on a route and allow Lindner on the other side of Opelika, where (reclined rider) human-powered vehicle to complete
plan that would take them through Phenix City, t r a f f i c ( a n d d r i v e r s ) w a s l e s s d e n s e . the 3,000-mile trip from San Diego, California, to
The second deviation came early Sunday morning
Alabama, where they would head east to Columbus,
in
South Carolina where Jeff became ill from the Washington, D.C., in October. The planned route will
Georgia. There the team would pick up part of the
make a southerly bend to avoid cold weather and the
transcontinental route on Route 129 into Macon, Ga. combination of eatjng too fast the night before and most difficult sections of the Rocky and Appalachian
drinking
very
sweet
tea
the
next
morning.
The
After Macon, the team planned to go all the way to
Mountains.
Columbia, South Carolina; returning to Huntsville combination of food and exertion caused Lindner to
Opus I-A is the product of nearly two years of
lose
some
mental
accuity,
making
it
necessary
for
him
through Athens, Ga., and Scottsboro. After stopping
development
by the UAH Human-Powered Vehicle
with radio problems in Arab around midnight, the to sleep it off. The team was back on the road by Program. It was designed and built by mechanical
noon,
but
time
limitations
called
for
a
shortened
team took a sleep break and returned to the road
engineering students with materials and other support
before sun-up Saturday with drier weather and radios. turnaround route in South Carolina and plans to pick
supplied by outside sponsors.
The first deviation from the proposed route up the bike in Athens, Ga., and carry it back to
(Next week: The grubby details of an epic journey.)
Scottsboro,
where
Lindner
would
ride
out
the
last
leg
occurred midday Saturday near Opelika, Ala., when

Sigma Chi Gamma celebrates first year on campus
by Spencer Glasgow Jr.
staff reporter
One of UAH's newer fraternities
recently celebrated its first year on
campus, according to Chet Simmons,
pledge trainer and former vice
president of Sigma Chi Gamma.
Last month marked the fraternity's
first year after working hard to bring
Sigma Chi Gamma to campus. The
hardest part, according to Simmons,
was "starting from scratch." One
reason it was so difficult was because

"everything we did was new."
They began the search to bring a new
fraternity to campus by inviting various
fraternities to contact UAH. Of the 18
that responded, representatives from
four organizations actually came to
UAH.
Simmons said he and others felt that
UAH needed a new fraternity, one
lacking any "stereotype." In Sigma Chi,
there is no stereotyping. He stressed
the importance of the diversity of the
members of the fraternity.
"For example, in Sigma Chi, we have

The Exponent welcomes you to a new year!

a guy with the longest hair and one with
the shortest hair," he said. The only
requirements for joining are to be male
and open-minded about others. This
encourages others to accept people as
they are, he said.
In the past year, the fraternity has
had success in academics, membership
and intramurals. For example, last
spring, members of Sigma Chi Gamma
placed at the top of the GPA list for
fraternities. Also, the chapter tied for
second in activefraternity membership.
However, Simmons said they were
most proud of Greek Week '88.
"We tried to get people excited
during the games, and we had so many
people come out," he said. "We won
first place in everything we entered, like

Sidewalk Chalk, sand volleyball, and
the Greek Games."
Sigma Chi has already made plans for
the next few weeks. Simmons urged
interested males to attend any of the
coming events. Dry rush will take place
Sept. 24 and 30. On Oct. 1, a party,
complete with hamburgers, hot dogs
and volleyball games, will be held from
1-9 p.m.
With their first year under their belt,
members of the fraternity wanted to
acknowledge the help they had
received from others.
"We want to thank the Sigma Chi
alumni in the area," said Simmons.
"Without them, we wouldn't be as far as
we are today."
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Doctorate degree offered in applied mathematics
by Melissa F. Thornton
for The Exponent
The Alabama Commission on Higher
Education (ACHE) last month
approved a doctoral program in applied
mathematics to be offered jointly by the
three system campuses -- the
University of Alabama in Huntsville, the
University of Alabama at Birmingham

College credit for
military service
Students who have served in the
Armed Forces may receive credit for
military experiences or correspon
dence courses if the credit
recommendation is upper division
baccalaureate or graduate. Credit is
given with no quality points assigned.
Those who have had active duty
military service may receive four (4)
hours of elective credit by presenting a
copy of their DD 214.

and the University of Alabama,
Tuscaloosa.
Applied mathematics is the
mathematical study of questions that
arise in the fields of science and
engineering. As such, it has been
described as a bridge between pure
mathematics and other disciplines.
Currently, there is no doctoral program
in applied mathematics available in the
state of Alabama. The joint offering by
the UA System campuses is designed
to help fill the void.
"The Ph.D. program in applied
mathematics addresses one of the
fundamental issues in our society
where the lack of mathematical
applications often is the limiting factor
in breakthroughs in science and
technology." stated Dr. Harold Wilson,
UAH dean of the college of Science.
"With this program, UAH and the other
participant universities will be making a
serious effort to apply mathematical
techniques and approaches to some of
the major technological problems
which are important to the Huntsville

community and the Tennesee Valley
region -- which frequently are the same
problems facing the national and
international communities."
Dr. Nadeem Audeh, UAH dean of
Graduate Studies, added, "This
program will serve our scientific
community in a useful way by
contributing to the national resource of
applied mathematics.
Students in the program will have the
option of research and coursework at
the other participant campuses.
However, should they wish, the student
can complete all requirements for their
degree at a single campus.
"Doctoral candidates in this program
will have a graduate committee that
includes at least one faculty member
from each of the three UA System
campuses," explained Dr. Peter
Gibson, chairman of the UAH
Mathematics Department. The joint
degree program makes possible an
opportunity for system-wide
interaction for faculty members as well
as the students involved. For example,

this fall a faculty member from each of
the UAH, UAB and UA mathematics
departments will teach a graduate
course at one of the other campuses.
The program fosters interaction
between related disciplines as well. One
of the distinguishing features of the
applied mathematics doctoral program
is that students are required to take a
minimum of four related graduate
courses in a field of science or
engineering other than mathematics.
"This provides a broader-based
educational experience," Gibson said.
"While it addressses a need at the
local, state and national levels, this
program seems especially appropriate
for the Huntsville area where there is a
heavy concentration of high technology
industry," Gibson continued. "High
technology is mathematical
technology, and the numerous
employment opportunities for our
graduates right here in Huntsville are
expected to grow."

Exam for foreign
service offered

M don't want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.}}

The 1988 Foreign Service Written
Examination will be offered on Dec. 3,
1988. The deadline for registration is
Oct. 14, 1988.
Interested students may check with
the Career Planning and Placement
Office in the University Center, Room
212, or the Political Science Office,
Morton Hall, Room 250.

V
Some long distance
companies promise you
the moon, but what you
really want is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service, at a cost
that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time.
That's the genius of the
AI&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When it's time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice—AT&T.
If youd like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

AT&T

The right choice.

UAH alumni lists
events of picnic
by Rick Mould
for The Exponent
Fun, food and music are the main
ingredients of the UAH Alumni Picnic
set for Oct. 1.
The festivities will be held at UAH
near the campus lake off Sparkman
Drive. The picnic is sponsored by the
UAH Alumni Association.
"This is the first time for the annual
picnic to be held on the campus," said
Renee Mooney, UAH alumni director.
"This will give alumni the opportunity to
reacquaint themselves with old friends
and the campus as well."
The events include:
9:30 a.m. — One-mile fun run
(Spragins Hall).
10:30 a.m. — Tennis scramble
(Spragins Courts).
11:00 a.m. — WTAK remote and
craft fair
11:30 a.m. — Barbecue lunch, crew
team demonstration, carnival games.
Noon — Sky divers, Neat Pete.
12:30 p.m. — Human-powered
vehicle demonstration.
1:00 p.m. — Fishing rodeo.
1:30 p.m. Music by Retrospect,
karate demonstration.
2:00 p.m. — Children's games
frisbee golf, volleyball, softball.
2:30 p.m. — Music by High Risk.
3:00 p.m. — Pizza-eating contest
swimming, raffle.
3:30 b.m. — Tug-of-war.
Pre-registration must be made by
Sept. 26for the one-mile fun run and the
tennis scramble. The cost is $5 anc
UAH t-shirts will be provided to
participants.
>
For further information contact the
UAH Alumni Affairs office at 895-6085

\
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Amateur Radio Club re-established after four years
by Blanche Clanton
features reporter

— president, Jay Rinkel (KB4GRD) —
vice president, Bill Walker (NB9P) —
secretary/treasurer, and Scott Redd
(KB4QGU) — station manager. Dr.
Robert Smith of the industrial
engineering department is the faculty
advisor.
Hediger said that being a ham radio
operator "is for many people mostly a
hobby, but is also a means of public
service." He explained that local
networks support community activities
such as walkathons, and even more
importantly, serve as vital
communication links when phone lines
are down, as in the case of the recent

The UAH Amateur Radio Club is
being re-established, having last been
active in 1983.
A great portion of the effort involved
in re-establishing the club is due to its
newly elected president, Don Hediger,
an electrical engineering student at
UAH.
The club's first meeting was held
Aug. 18 with 12 undergraduates,
graduates, and faculty members
attending. New officers elected at this
meeting were Don Hediger (N4MSN)

Hurricane Gilbert.
"With public service and hobby
combined, amateur radio is a great way
for people to get together and help out
others as well as have fun," he said.
Hediger also explained that one of
the club's goals is to support campus
activities.
"Other special interests of the club
include long distance communications
and amateur radio telemetry tracking of
UAH payloads," he added.
Presently, officers and members are
in the process of writing the club's
constitution, which is to be presented
and voted on at the next meeting,

scheduled for Thursday, Sept. 29, at
4:30 p.m., in the University Center,
Room 127. The club is open to all
students and faculty, and no previous
experience- with amateur radio is
required. Due to the late afternoon time
at which this meeting is scheduled to
begin, any and all "stragglers" are
welcome to come on in at their
convenience, said Hediger.
For more information, call Don
Hediger at 882-2075 or come by the
table set up in the UC Lobby today,
Sept. 21, during "lunchtime" and pick
up some material concerning the club.

Public radio station to host dedication ceremony
unaltered.
The station would like to use student
volunteers and interns, according to
Public radio station WLRH will be Dickson. Dr. Royce Boyer, a member
celebrating their move onto the UAH
campus with an open house and
dedication ceremony on Friday Sept.
30, from 9:45 a.m. — 6 p.m.
There will be musical entertainment
at the day-long event, according to
Storyteller Rose Burke Perez will
George Dickson, station manager. The bring her presentation about the
station was officially relocated to their prevention of nuclear war, "Real Town:
new building earlier this year.
A Parable of Hope for the Nuclear
No major changes are planned for Age," to UAH next Monday.
the station; however, there will be a few
Sponsored by the Campus Ministry,
minor changes. The tormat and the University Center, and the
concept of WLRH will remain Huntsville Interfaith Peace Group
by Katie Ceci
news reporter

of the music department, produces
"Moments Musicaux."
While WLRH has not planned to
participate in the activities of UAH,

they would like to possibly do some live
broadcasts of musical presentations
from the campus, according to
Dickson.

Perez to present one-woman performance

COLLEGE
COURSES
BY MAIL

When you can't get
to the class vou need,
The University of Alabama
can bring the course
to you. We offer college
correspondence courses you
can complete at your own pace,
at home, for full college credit.
ASTRONOMY, BIOLOGY, BUSINESS,
ECONOMICS, ENGLISH, ENGINEERING,
FINANCE, HISTORY, MATH, MARKETING,
MANAGEMENT, PSYCHOLOGY, SOCIOLOGY,
STATISTICS AND MORE . . .
For a free catalog write:
Independent Study Division
College of Continuing Studies
University of Alabama
P.O. Box 2967 Dept. UAH
Tuscaloosa, AL 35486-2967
or call toll-free (in Alabama):
1-800-452-5971

(HFIG), the one-woman performance
will be presented at 7:30 p.m. in the
University Center. Admisson is free.
"Real Town" began in 1969 as what
would become part two of a trilogy. In
reading drafts of the first part of the
trilogy to friends, Perez discovered she
had a gift for performing. Eventually,

her presentation turned into a full-stage
one-woman play.

contact the Exponent
at 895-6090.

A man is judged by
the company he keeps.
As a MarineCorps officer, you'll be keeping some very select
company. That's because you'll be serving with some of the
finest officers the military has to offer. Officers that will be
leading a group of men who are second to none. If you're a
college student or graduate who thinks this is the
kind of company he'd like to keep, see your Marine
Corps Officer Selection Officer.1-800-423-2600.

What are you
doing between
11 and 2:00?
— or —
4 and 8:00?

McDonald's

Whatever your spare time,
come join the McDonald's
Team. We specialize
in flexible hours.

mm
mM w

Whether you're looking for a second job or a first job, a couple of hours a
day or a couple of hours a week, an "after school" job or a year-round
position, we may have what you need! Stop by soon.

Marines

4002 University Drive at Jordan Lane
— or —
Madison Square Mall

CAPTAIN HEARNSBERGER WILL BE IN HUNTSVILLE
FOR INTERVIEWS ON SEPT. 27
CALL (615) 736-5185 (COLLECT) FOR APPOINTMENTS.

Bring in this ad when you apply and have a regular soft drink on us!

Were looking for a few good men.
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On the go with Glasgow

"Registration is punishment for those who didn't pre-register
by Kim Glasgow
editor
I hope everyone has recovered from Hurricane Gilbert and that it wasn't too
bad on anyone. It amazes me sometimes how something hundreds of miles
away can affect us with a day of pouring rain like last Fridav. It wasn't all bad,
though. We've needed rain all summer long.So what if it waited until the last
days of summer to show up.
The rain has another benefit: sleep. If you've ever had trouble sleeping, try
opening the window a crack when it's raining. Idid last week and Islept the best I
had in the past two months. Of course, studying all night long for exams or term
papers can also yield deep sleep, but it's usually accompanied by nightmares of
communications professors handing out exams to students after promising
there wouldn't be one, or term papers that turn up missing the final page just
before turning it in.
Now if I could only bottle the magic of that peacefulness of Friday night and
carry it with me all term long. Or at least if I could have had it with me this week.
Well, another school year is upon us. How could I tell? I tried to maneuver my
way through the University Center this past Monday and almost found myself in
line for open registration severed timet. I heard there were several lines4Pgo
through to register, but it looked to me like one 1-o-n-a line. Several students
line for open registration several times. I heard there were several lines to go
have mentioned that it took close to an hour to get through one line, only to

have to get in the next line for an equal amout of time. How much of that is
exaggeration? All I know is that I ventured into the UC several times over a 15minute period and I seemed to keep running them into the same people in the
same place as they were the last time I'd seen them.
Someone also pointed out that despite UAH being known for its
technological advances, open registration can take several hours, most of it
standing in line waiting. It seems like there could be a faster, more efficient way
of registering. Maybe open registration is punishment for those who didn't preregister — sort of a way to encourage students to get it done earlier. As for
freshmen and transfer students, open registration could be UAH's own
initiation process — and if you make it through this, you'll make it through
anything. _
This is a new year in many ways for me. It's a beginning and an end. This is
my first issue as The Exponent editor, and it also marks the first of 30 issues
IH oversee before I graduate in June 1989. I really only have one regret—that I
never got involved in any organization except The Exponent during my stay at
UAH. The first year here, I didn't realize there were so many organizations,
clubs, and events just waiting for me. It took about a year before I even attended
any of the free movies sponsored by the UAH Film Series. Part of me couldn't
believe UAH would show films for no charge, and the other part of me had to
work nights at Shoney's.
Don't let what UAH has to offer slide by. Do yourself a favor. Learn what fun
university life can be before you have to enter the real world.

"The Bay States' economy has been carried by the Reagan defense expenditures.
by Nelson Papucci
columnist
Presidential candidates almost always count on a
landslide win in their home state, but this year, polls
show George Bush and Michael Dukakis even in
Massachusetts. The rest of the nation deserves to
have a chronology of the Dukakis administration to
see why the people who know him best are so
unhappy with him.
In 1974, Dukakis, a state legislator known as a big
spender, launched his gubernatorial bid. Most
thought that with Dukakis' record he could never
make it until he began campaigning on a promise of no
new taxes. He then defeated the liberal Republican
governor:
Four years later, Dukakis had nearly bankrupt the
state. By the time voters threw him out in 1978,
Massachusetts ranked 45th in the nation in personalincome growth, and the tax burden was one of the five
highest. That was after Dukakis imposed the biggest
tax increase in the state's history in 1975 — just
months after his pledge not to.
In came conservative Ed King, who stunned
Dukakis in a humiliating primary defeat. An
experienced businessman, King cut the state's tax
burden by 20 percent, from eight percent over the
national average to nine percent below it. The voters

passed Proposition 21/2, which Dukakis fought, which
lowered property taxes by 40 percent. Spending was
frozen. After four years of King, the economy was
roaring. Personal income growth jumped to sixth in
the nation, after Dukakis had driven it to one of the
nation's five lowest.
During his four years out of office, Dukakis grew
deeply bitter. Some say he was obsessed with winning
again at any cost. He couldn't stand the idea of people
able to spend their own money. Thus, in 1982, he and
fellow liberals in the Boston media began a vicious
smear campaign against King. The man Dukakis hired
to run the campaign was John Sasso, a notorious
dirty-trick artist. They concocted phony charges to
make headlineseach day — charges of King taking tax
dollars for personal use, bribery, even racketeering
charges. Governor King was cleared on every single
count, but only after the voters had returned Dukakis
to power.
Sasso had produced a commercial that was a
repulsive parody on a commercial done by King's wife
in which she talked about how her husband had
helped her with her polio. Sasso called his version the
"sex tape." Luckily for Dukakis, the public never saw
it, as the stations found it too offensive to air. But it
was leaked to King, who was outraged. Sasso

Letter Policy
Letters to the editor will no
longer be printed without an
accompanying name and
telephone number where the
person can be reached.
Persons submitting letters to
the editor will called to verify
the authenticity of the letter
before the letter will be
printed.
If you do not have a home or
work telephone number
where you can be contacted,
come by The Exponent office,
University Center Room 104,
and ask to speak to the editor
or associate editor. Editors'
office hours for the fall term
1988 are Mondays 11 a.m.-

noon, 1-2 p.m., and 5:30-7:30
p.m., Tuesdays 1-5 p.m.,
Wednesdays 11 a.m.-noon,
Thursdays 2-3 p.m., and
Fridays 11 a.m.-noon , and
4:30-6:30 p.m.
Letters to the editor must
be signed, typed or neatly
hand-printed, and doublespaced. All letters must
include the writer's name,
address, and telephone
number before the letters will
be printed.
The deadline for letters to
the editors is Friday, 5 p.m.,
for the following Wednesday's
paper. Names will be withheld
upon request.

}}

offered to resign, but Dukakis kept him on. Five years
later, Sasso produced the Joe Biden attack video.
Since 1982, Ed King's successes have prevailed in
spite of Dukakis. The Bay State's economy has been
carried by the Reagan defense expenditures. Thanks
to the untiring efforts of ex-House Speaker Tip O'Neill
to bring Reagan-defense contracts into his home
state, Massachusetts gets per capita twice as much
defense spending as other states.
But there are signs Dukakis is taking effect. Since
1985, 40 percent of all manufacturing jobs lost in the
nation were lost in Massachusetts. Since 1985, his
state has lost over 91,000 such jobs as Dukakis added
11,000 to the state payroll. His anti-business policies
have forced many private-sector jobs to flee the state.
As he increased government spending by five times
the rate of inflation, it all started catching up with him
this year as he imposed another back-breaking tax
hike on the people. Is it any wonder why two out of
three people in Massachusetts say Bush would have
been better than Dukakis for their economy?

(Editor's note: Mr. Papucci has provided The
Exponent with documentation for his column;

this documentation is in our file.)
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A unique perspective
Modern American politics: are our Founding Fathers still around?
by Gregory Casteel
columnist
"How do we elect the President?" you ask. "You
probably don't want to know," 1 answer. Our political
system is not quite as simple as our high school
democracy teachers led us to believe. In fact, our
system is so complex and so confusing that most
Americans (over 75 percent in fact) are too
intimidated even to vote, much less to actively
participate in politics. So why rack your brains trying
to comprehend this insane process? Well, if you must
k now, I'll try and explain.

"The idea is that the voter will go into
the booth and pull the lever for
whichever animal he or she thinks
smells best"
You see, in America on Halloween the ghouls and
goblins come out; but in an election year, the
politicians come out — infinitely more frightening.
Every four years, the loons who want to run our
country come out of the closet to compete in a
national beauty contest for the dubious honor of living
in a white house and working in an oval office. Our
political system is designed to sort out the lot and pick
a winner. We live in a democracy — this means that
the people choose the President. But the American
people (who are obviously a crop of complete
dunderheads) can't be expected to remember the
names of all the candidates, much less how they stand
on the important issues such as what color the china
in the White House should be. So our system
simplifies matters for the voters by narrowing the field
down to two finalists for the voters to choose from. To
make things even easier, the two final candidates are
supposed to be chosen from opposite sides of the
political "fence," so they disagree on every issue. The

voter simply selects the candidate he or she most
agrees with. (Actually, all politicians are so much alike
that it is impossible to find two who are on opposite
sides of some existing political fence; so, instead, we
now select the two candidates first and then build a
makeshift fence between them.)
Now, there needs to be a way to tell the two
candidates apart (because all politicians look alike to
most Americans). So, we dress one up as an elephant
and the other as a donkey, and call them "Republican"
and "Democrat," respectively. The idea is that the
voter will go into the booth and pull the lever for
whichever animal he or she thinks smells best. No
actual thinking is necessary — all of that has been
taken care of for us by the parties. What could be
simpler? Only two candidates to pick from — choose
one and go home. It should take less than five minutes.
This is the essence of true democracy. The people only
have to participate five minutes every four years. No
other political system could possibly work. So, if
anyone ever asks what democracy means to you, tell
them: "The right to chose between two equally
aromatic animals!" ["But, what about all of the other
small parties in the United States who run candidates
in the elections?" you ask. They don't count because
they are un-American, and anyone who votes for one
of them is a traitor and should be shot.]
So we've got two parties in the United States
(actually, they are more like funerals than parties; but
what's in a name) — Democrat and Republican. The
only real ideological difference between the two is that
one wants to protect capitalism by fighting
communism, and the other wants to fight communism
by protecting capitalism. Nobody is really sure which
party follows which ideology, but the dispute between
the two is bitter and has led to much name-calling. We
are very lucky that this dispute exists, because it is the
only thing that keeps the two parties from joining into
one big party. Scientists believe that if this ever
happened, the combined hot air would be enough to

totally deplete the ozone layer and end all life on Earth.
But, I disgress. The point I am trying to make is that
the two parties choose their final candidates from the
pack of hopefuls and run those candidates in the
election. One of those two candidates will become
President of the United States. "But how do the
parties choose their finalists?" you ask. None of your
business — you're only voters, you don't need to
know. All you are supposed to do is vote, and don't
ask questions. Only communists ask questions;
Americans just do as they are told. Well, perhaps
some Americans do ask questions. I truly hope you
are among those who do. So, next week we will look at
how the parties select their presidential nominees;
and perhaps we will take a look at that most
bewildering aspect of American politics — the party
convention.

" . . . i n America on Halloween the

ghouls and goblins come out; but in an
election year, the politicians come out
—infinitely more frightening"

Before I go I would like to take a moment to belay
any fears you might have about me. From the things I
say in my column, some of you might be getting the
idea that I am against democracy. Nothing could be
farther from the truth. I love democracy! I believe that
democracy is the only political system that is just and
fair. In fact, I believe that it is the only system that will
actually work. I love democracy so much that, believe
it or not, I wish we had it here in America. Democracy
means that people participate. If you think that onefourth of the population spending five minutes out of
every four years to choose between two candidates is
participation, then you need to look up the word in a
good dictionary sometime soon. Now, how's that for
a unique perspective?!

"The letters to the editor in The Exponent are getting to be quite fun."
by Bill Carswell
columnist
The letters to the editor in The Exponent are
getting to be quite fun. Not only do we have the
Republicans and the Democrats going at it, but the
Libertarians have jumped into the fray as well.
Nothing makes for excitement like variety.
Actually, it's nice to see a Libertarian discussing the
issues as well. They always bring a fresh perspective
to the world. I find it disturbing, however, that former
congressman Ron Paul could advocate such naive
solutions to problems we both agree on. Take space
for instance...(you knew I would, didn't you).
Somehow, Mr. Paul has equated "space
exploitation" with "the federally sponsored space
program" and suggests that everything be turned over
to privately run efforts. I agree that space exploitation
should be handled by privately run efforts, God save
us if it isn't. But the exploitation of space, which
implies the utilization of space and its resources for
social gain, is only a small part of the space program,
and should remain that way.
The federally sponsored space program includes
sending probes to the planets and to civilizations
beyond ours. It includes studying the effects of long
stays in space on the human being. It includes the
establishment of the great observatories, huge
orbiting telescopes the size of the space shuttle, to
explore the heavens and unlock the secrets of the
universe. It includes doing fundamental scientific
research into the ways of nature. Ant it includes
transferring to the public all the knowledge we gain,
rather than sweeping into safes and vaults and private
libraries. Does Mr. Paul favor withdrawing, for
example, all federal funding from the National Science

Opinions of The
Exponent columnists
reflect those of the writer
and not necessarily those
of The Exponent or
UAH.

direction of Laissez Faire and away from the preFoundation?
Space exploitation, on the other hand, is being shuttle attitude of reserving all satellite launches for
privatized in a big way. NASA has gotten out of the NASA. And if all private satellites go on private launch
business of launching private satellites. This will allow vehicles, what does this leave for the Shuttle? Govern
private competition among the less expensive ment payloads! It is unfortunate that a third of those
unmanned launch vehicles, inevitably reducing launch payloads are DoD, but the remaining two-thirds
costs. It is interesting to note that Mr. Johnson include magnificent scientific efforts in the area of
(author of the Libertarian letter to the editor) suggests microgravity science, astronomy, and life science.
So I don't understand what Mr. Johnson is
private companies handle space exploitation right
after he notes (in a plaintive tone of pen) that the only complaining about. If he doesn't like the Shuttle
payloads booked on the Shuttle are government launching government payloads, and has stated that
payloads, at the taxpayers expense. He should be business should take care of business, the only thing
happy that private satellite companies are using left is to get rid of the Shuttle. Surely that is not his
private launch vehicles. This is a large step in the intention.
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Th« Exponent fall publication
schedule is as follows:
21 September
28 September
5 October
19 October
21 October
26 October
6 November
2 November
9 November
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On the fall class
schedules, "RH" stands for
Roberts Hall, which is the
new name for the Humani
ties Building.

Exponent classified request form
NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:
Date(s) ad to appear:
Ad Information: (print or type):

:
:

All requests for classified ads must be received by Friday, noon
the week before publication. Checks made payable to The
Exponent. Payment should accompany all requests.
T h e truth w a s t h a t h e g o t a little t o o " w e l l - o i l e d " l a s t night.

Government Jobs. $16,040 —
$59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Your
Area. (1)805-687-6000 Ext. R1813 for current Federal list.

Classifieds are $3.00 for 30 words
or less and 10C for each additional
word.

collegiate crossword

GLAMOUR MODELING AGENCY
is seeking attractive women
interested in modeling careers.
High salaries. National office:
(217) 348-1211 Local office: (205)
881-1903.

16^78 to choose from—all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

1EHS1 800-351-0222
•ll'lHltlW in Calif. (213)477-8226
Or. rush $2 00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave #206-SN. Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom research also avaiiatue—alt levels

collegiate camouflage

(f)Edward J u l i u s

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
33
34
35
36
38
40
41
42
43
44
49

ArnnQQ
^
French head
Basketball move
Raise
October's b i r t h stone
One-celled animal
'50s song, e . g .
(var.)
Republican election
nightmare (2 wds.)
Tyrants
Tennis tournament
favorite (2 wds.)
Mr. Whitney
Common t a t i o o word
House of
Be human
Inter
(Lat.)
Mr. Waggoner
Eat
Undeliverable mail
o r water s p r i t e
Chicken
First-rate
Word of warning
Compass point
Former Time Magazine
"Man of the Year"
(2 wds.)
To be announced:
abbr.

Grecian —
51 c1assroom

need

55 Stupid
59 Party meeting of
s o r t s (2 wds.)
61 Footnote abbreviation
62 Hiss Comaneci
63 Neon
64 Yield
65 Inexperienced
66 Do i n , as a dragon

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Mary
Lincoln
Fencing sword
Scottish caps
Romeo o r J u l i e t ,
e.g.
Party supporter
"
corny a s . . . "
Certain doc
Newspaper s e c t i o n ,
for short
Washington seaport
Dairy product
(2 wds.)
Opposite of
aweather
fixe
The Big Apple's
finest (abbr.)

18 Mr. Porter
19 "Out, damned
...'
24 Part of some
newscasts
25 Diamond bungle
'
26 Lying f l a t
27 Omit in pronun
ciation
28 VP in ' 5 3
29 Tarnish, as a
reputation
30 Competing
31 Actress Verdugo
32 The
Sisters
37 "
Story"
39 Of ancient W. I t a l y
45 Casino words
46 Adventurous
47 Assam silkworm
48 Invalidates
51 The Odyssey, for
one
52 Ceremonial garment
53 Put
on
(cover up)
54 Dermatological mark
55 "I cannot t e l l
56 Suffix for poet
57 Legendary Roman
king
58 Catch sight of
60 Suffix for block

Can you find the hidden Olympic events?
BOXING
CANOEING
CYCLING
DECATHLON
DIVING
FENCING
GYMNASTICS
HANDBALL
HOCKEY
JUDO
LONG JUMP
LUGE

MARATHON
PENTATHLON
POLE VAULT
ROWING
SHOOTING
SHOT PUT
SKATING
SKIING
SOCCER
SWIMMING
TRIPLE JUMP
WEIGHTLIFTING
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For signs of life, check for pulse

Campus events and happenings

Circle K Club prepares for new year
by Beth Gonsewski
for The Exponent
The UAH Circle K International(CKI) club is getting
ready for the new year with plans for an Open Meeting to
be held Thursday, Sept. 29, at 8 p.m. in the University
Center Exhibit Hall.
CKI is the largest collegiate service organization of any
kind with over 250,000 members in over seven countries.
Its main purpose is to serve the community and to help
those who are less fortunate. On the international level,
CKI is involved with such charitable organizations as the
Muscular Dystrophy Association and Project Concern
International. On the local level, the UAH club works with
organizations such as Chi-Ho children's home and the
Huntsville Rehabilitation Hospital.
Along with service, CKI offers students leadership
skills and opportunities. CKI is sponsored by Kiwanis
International, whose members are at the professional
level in their careers and can be of great assistance in
students' career moves and decisions. CKI also works
with the Key Clubs at the high schools, giving members a
chance to guide and help. In addition, CKI holds
conventions throughout the United States and within its
districts every year, giving members a chance to travel,
learn about the club, become better leaders, make new
friends and have fun.

To learn more about CKI, come to the Open Meeting. John
Croyle, former Alabama football player under Coach Paul
"Bear" Bryant, is scheduled to speak about his Big Oak Boys'
Ranch, a shelter for children who have been runaways, abused
or unwanted. Afterwards, refreshments will be served and
students will get a chance to talk with members of CKI at UAH
as well as members from other CKI clubs from throughout the
state. Representatives from all the UAH clubs, sororities and
fraternities have been invited, so they are expecting a big turn
out. For more information, call Jamie Cornelison, assistant
recruitment chairperson, at 776-2974. Don't miss this
opportunity to get involved at UAH and to meet lots of new
people!
Regular meetings of the CKI club are held Tuesdays at 8:15
p.m. in the University Center, Room 126. Also, members will
be meeting at 7 p.m. in the University Center Lobby to go to "2
for 1 Night" at The Mill before each meeting. Service projects
will be announced in The Exponent if anyone wants to attend.
A trip to the Big Oak Boys' Ranch and a project for October in
which members will dress up in costumes and sing Halloween
songs to the tune of Christmas carols at the hospital are being
planned. Also planned is a social complete with a hayride in
October. Finally, the Membership Education Rally (MER)
convention is scheduled for Oct. 30 — Nov. 1 in Gulf Shores.
For more information contact Beth Gonsewski, CKI Vice
President, at 883-6123, or Son Nguyen, CKI President, at 8958400/837-7421.

Party set for international students
All international students are invited
to a sparkling international event!
Beginning at 7:30 p.m., Oct. 10, a
welcoming party will take place at the

Noojin House. International students
attending will be warmly welcomed by
UAH's new president, Dr. Louis
Padulo. and Beatrice Albright, director

of the Council for International
Visitor's. Faculty, staff, club and
organization representatives will also
be extending a warm welcome.
ah or tnose attending will enjoy
international cuisine and music in the
elegant atmosphere of the Noojin
We will be touring several industries House. So, if you happen to be an
international student be sure to not
over the year such as PPG and USBI.
We will also be hosting several UAH miss out on this event. After all, it's
student speakers who will discuss the been especially organized for you!
research they have undertaken while at Many will await to greet you with a
smile!
UAH.
For more information call the SGA
We are planning for a great year, and
we are looking forward to meeting you. office at 895-6428 or contact Renee
We hope you will come. Bring your Flores (SGA's Director of International
Students) at 895-0265.
ideas and enthusiasm and join us!

Chemistry Club
Welcome to UAH! If you have an
interest in the sciences, specifically
chemistry, the Chemistry Club is for
you. Join us at our first meeting
Wednesday, Sept. 28, at 11 a.m. in
Room 151 of the Science Building.
To start the year off, we have
scheduled several activities. Our first
social event, The Second Annual
Picnic, will be held on Sunday, Oct. 2.
Come to the meeting on Sept. 28 for
more details.

The brothers of the Theta Pi chapter
of Alpha Tau Omega would like to start
off the 1988-89 school year with a warm
invitation to all new and returning
students. Feel free to drop by and visit
the ATO House anytime. We always
look forward to meeting new and
interesting people and hope to see you
soon.
Theta Pi would also like to
congratulate all of the new sorority
pledges whom we were honored to
meet Sept. 10 at Monte Sano Club
during the joint Alpha Tau Omega/
Delta Chi Squeal Day Party. We look
forward to getting to know all of you
better this fall.
Along with fall, for ATO, as well as all
Greeks on campus, comes the hustle
and bustle of Fall Rush. We have gotten
off to a great start, having met many
outstanding rushees at our Sept. 9 and
17 rush parties.
It's not over yet, though. If you were
not able to make it to either of those two
parties, you cannot afford to miss our
Hawaiian Party this Friday, Sept. 23,

Black Student
Association
The Black Student Association
(B.S.A.) wishes to express to each new
and returning student a heartfelt and
warm welcome to U.A.H. this Fall.This
year will be a new era for students. A
new University president is on the job,
and the national election is taking place,
which will be the first time for many of
us to vote, and students are coming to
campus with a renewed hope for a
better future. Many students have
expressed a desire to get more involved
in various campus programs and
organizations this year.
The B.S.A. is geared toward service.
It also desires to raise black awareness
on campus and in the community, some
of the projects for the coming year
include fundraisers,socials, community
service and a program to help new
students. The success of our projects
will depend on your participation; we
need your support.
A very practical goal of the B.S.A. is
maximum participation. Indeed, "unity
is power." As the year progresses, the
membership and involvement of the
students need to increase. This wil
generate an impact both on the campus
and on the community. Your
participation and help are welcomed.
We, the Black Student Association
(B.S.A.) would like to thank the
following individuals for their help on
our recent program to help new anc
incoming students move into the
d o r m s : Mia C r u t c h , R i c h a r c
Thompson, Patrick Mosie, Jeffery
(Comrade) McKinley, Fredrick (Cruz
Lynk. We would also like to thank the
housing office for their cooperation in
making this program a success.
We would like to inform students that
the B.S.A. will hold a general meeting
Sept. 28,1988 at 6 p.m. in the University
Center. All persons interested in
particpating in B.S.A. should plan to
attend.

Alpha Tau Omega
and the ATO Shrimpfest on Saturday,
Oct. 1. Both will be a lot of fun and a
great way to meet people and make
friends at UAH. Once again, ATO
invites you to come see the benefits of
Greek life for yourself.
During the summer, Theta Pi has
kept fairly busy. Brother Mark Tillman
spent a week at LeaderShape, a
leadership training center adjacent to
the Alpha Tau Omega Headquarters in
C h a m p a i g n , 111. M a r k l e a r n e d
leadership skills and techniques and
was voted into the top six percent of all
those who attended.
Another high point of the summer for
Theta Pi was the return of our president,
Robert Schumann, from this year's
ATO congress, held in Minneapolis,
Minn. He brought with him a "True
Merit Honorable Mention." This
award, presented by the A1U national
Fraternity, recognizes the Theta Pi
chapter as being in the top 10 percent of
158 ATO chapters nationwide. Beyond
a doubt, Theta Pi's community service
and scholastic achievements have paid

off once again.
The final highpoint of the summer for
the brothers of Alpha Tau Omega has
been the initiation of our five new
brothers. Joey Ceci, Bill Eschler, Chris

Hamilton, Kevin McClure and Richard
Tom were formally initiated into Alpha
Tau Omega on Aug. 20, 1988.
Congratulations, guys!

Kappa DeltaThe Epsiloii Lambda chapter of
Kappa Delta welcomes all new and
returning students back to UAH. We
hope everyone had a happy, safe
summer and we extend to you our best
wishes as you begin the fall quarter.
The members and pledges of Kappa
Delta are back after an exciting and
eventful summer and a very successful
Formal Rush. Congratulations to all df
the sororities and their pledges. We
wish you the best of luck in this new
year.
KD is especially excited about our
Fall Pledge Class: Gin'a Callahan,
Stephanie Cross, Beverly Gaylord,

Lorilyn Juencke, Marie Letson,
cky
Loworn, Heidi McFarland, -eisl
Owens, Andrea Paseur, Rupal Patel,
Stace Koper, Molly Sedenquist,
Heather Weaver, and Stoshia Wynn.
We are so proud to have all of you!!
Kappa Delta is already busy planning
events for the fall and setting dates for
mixers and our annual Barn Bash. We
have a lot of high hopes for this year.
Congratulations again to the sororities
and the pledges on such a great fall
rush, and good luck to the fraternities
as they begin their rush these next few
weeks.
i
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"High Risk" releases debut tape
by Kelly

Caldwell
features reporter

For "High Risk," a rock band made
up of former, present, and future UAH
students, making music isn't risky
business. The group, which plays
mostly for private parties around town,
recently • recorded its debut tape
entitled "Where's the Limo?"
The five-member group consists of
UAH graduate student Wayne Goode,
UAH students Chris Moore and Tony
Cook, former UAH student Darryl
Rhodes, and Huntsville High student
Clay Smith. The band recorded three
original songs for the tape, including
"One More Try," "Times Like These,"
and "Too Late."
"We all write, but Tony Cook wrote
the lyrics to the three songs on the
tape," bass and keyboards player
Wayne Goode said. "The rest of the
band writes their own parts for the
songs."
The band was able to record two of
the songs for "Where's the Limo?" at
Sound Cell Studios with studio time
won at this year's Panoply of the Arts.
"We won four hours of studio time
when we won Panoply's music
competition," Goode explained. "The

third song we recorded in my
livingroom on a four-track recorder."
The group won the songwriting
competition by performing "Too Late."
High Risk was also selected to play at
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Cook said. "We practice in houses and
barns."
In addition to finding convenient
times for the five busy members to
practice, the group had difficulty finding
a convenient place to practice.
"We used to practice in my
apartment," Goode said, "until (the
management) sent notices saying that
loud stereos and live instruments had to
be kept turned down."
This new rule left the group with no
place to practice until a friend of
Goode's offered them use of his barn in
Monrovia. While the group could
practice there as long and as loudly as
they wished, the cold of the winter
months often cut practice sessions
short.
"We've worked hard to get where we
are," Cook said. "Exactly where that is,
we're not sure, but we worked hard to
get here."
Copies of "Where's the Limo?" are
available at Sunburst Records on
Holmes Avenue for $2 each.

et more than your
Nickel's worth
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last year's Panoply as well as UAH s
Battle of the Bands.
"The band started out as a hobby."
guitarist Tony Cook said. "We've
gotten a little more serious about it."
Writing and performing rock music
may seem like an unusual hobby for a
group of engineering and computer
science students. Goode has a BS in
electrical engineering and is working on
a master's in computer science, Moore
and Cook are studying electrical
engineering, and Rhodes is majoring in
computer science. However, Cook said
if the band had the opportunity to
become full-time musicians, they'd
"jump at it."
Goode, Cook, Rhodes and Moore
have been playing together since
February of 1987, and Smith joined the
group six months ago. High Risk is in
the process of learning new songs. The
band will continue to play backyard
parties at what its members call
"reasonable rates" until the group is
more established.
"It's hard to get everyone together,"
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Kodak Floppy Disks
(5 1/4 and 3 1/2 disks available)
3014 University Dr. NW
Binding
534-6203
Enlargements
Houra
Self-Serve Copies
Mon • Thura... 7:30am • 9:00pm
Friday... 7:30am 8:00pm
Self-Serve Typing
Saturday... 9:00am 5:00pm
Sunday... 1:00pm • 5:00pm
Laminating
Professor Publishing
We accept the University Club Card,
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Lynyrd Skynyrd: Southern by the Grace of God
by Kelly Baldwin
features columnist
As part of the final leg of their 1988 Tribute Tour, Lynyrd Skynyrd will be
performing live at the Von Braun Civic Center in Huntsvifle this Saturday at 8
p.m.
The series of shows, which began after MCA Records released the album
"Legend" last year has reaffirmed the band's faithful following despite the
absence of singer Ronnie Van Zant and guitarist Steve Gaines, who died in a
1977 plane crash. Replacing his brother will be Johnny Van Zant, who now
heads the group. Reunited last year for the first time since the plane crash are
guitarist Gary Rossington, keyboardist Billy Powell, drummer Artimus Pyle,
bassist/vocalist Leon Wilkeson, and guitarist/vocalist Ed King. Also adding a
dimension to the band are new guitarist Randall Hall and background vocalists,
the "New Honkettes."
The tour rekindles fond memories in the hearts and minds of the Lynyrd
Skynyrd faithfuls, plus adds a new chapter to their story. With the new album
out, "Southern by the Grace of God", some of the more touching and exciting
moments of last year's tour are captured. As the band descends on Huntsville

this weekend, excitement in the Civic Center is sure to be at a maximum level of
intensity.
The band will play their signature hits such as "Sweet Home Alabama,"
Gimme Three Steps," and "Freebird," plus songs off of their "Legend"album
such as "Swamp Music." Rumour has it that the group will only play their
anthem "Freebird" instrumentally. Someone who went to see part of the
Lynyrd Skynyrd tour last year said the reason behind this is that the song is a
tribute to the dead band members and that the band has not performed the
song live with lyrics since 1977.
Concert-goers may be pleasantly surprised to see that original band member
Allen Collins may make a stage appearance. Collins has been in a wheelchair
following a paralyzing auto accident in 1986. It should be a moving experience
for the entire audience.
The moments will be intense, and there will be some fond reminiscing. There
will be laughter and there will be some tears, but you do not want to miss the
Tribute Tour of Lynyrd Skynyrd.
Tickets are on sale now at the Von Braun Civic Center and outlets for the
Sept. 24 show of Lynyrd Skynyrd, with special guests, the Rossington Band
( Welcome Me Home"). This one could easily sell out, so act quickly.

Local band Sticky Fingerz optimistic about future
by John Wessel
features reporter
Sticky Fingerz is a relatively new
local band with a good bit of road work
and personnel changes under its belt.
Things appear to be calming down,
however, and the group is optimistic
about a more stable future.
The band's lineup consists of bassist
Scott Brock, guitarists Scott Morgan
and John Gibbs, drummer David
Dubberly, and Diane Morgan on
keyboards. Vocal tasks are essentially
shared by all members.
Brock, 26, and Gibbs, 23, were in the
first incarnation of Sticky Fingerz. The
band was undergoing some turmoil
when Brock met Diane Morgan, 26,
around Christmas of 1987. Within a
couple months, Diane and brother
Scott, 21, were full-time members of the
group. David Dubberly, 22, has only
been in Sticky Fingerz since mid
summer.
The most prolific musical
background probably belongs to
Brock. In 1980, he was in Silent Rage, a
Georgia-based band which appeared in
MTV's "Basement Tapes"competition.
He went on to tour with Kiss and Van

Halen as a guitar roadie. Brock
describes his bass technique as
"progressive mixed with Southern
styles."
Diane Morgan is a graduate of
Auburn who has received a fair amount
of professional voice training. A fan of
the Beatles and Jimi Hendrix, Scott
Morgan worked for a local television
station prior to joining Sticky Fingerz.
According to Brock, Gibbs is a
"quiet, laid-back" musician who brings
"a heavy metal influence" to the band.
Dubberly comes from a jazz
background and is presently playing in
the Directors' Band at Wallace State
Junior College.
Booked through International Bands
and Baby Doll Productions, Sticky
Fingerz has survived some bizarre
experiences on the road. For example,
the band purchased a van to travel to a
gig in Florida, then totaled it on the
return trip.
"It cost more to get it fixed then we
paid for it," Brock said. "We've
managed to kill one Honda Civic station
wagon and one van."
He also told of a harrowing night in
Eufaula.
"We got down there during the

Continuing Education offers
skiing, videos, decorations
by Joyce Anderson Maples
for The Exponent
UAH's Division of Continuing
Education offers an innovative
approach to knowledge with a variety of
professional and personal development
courses for the fall.
"Ski Utah-The Greatest Snow on
Earth" heads the list of exciting course
offerings. Salt Lake City in the Heart of
the Rockies is the perfect ski
destination. Enjoy five days of skiing at
four different slopes: Powder
Mountain, Brighton, Alta, and
Snowbird. L o d g e a t t h e Shilo Inn a n d
spend your evenings in downtown Salt
Lake City. Registration for this limited
enrollment class has already begun,
and the registration deadline in Nov. 15.
The trip is scheduled for March 19 —
25.
Do you want to produce better
videos? Then "How To Make Better
Home Videos" is the class for you.
Sgecia^^mghasi^Jo^Jhis^Jr^egt^

course is given to "hands-on" video
instruction on camera techniques,
lenses and filters, video lighting,
microphones and mixers, basic editing,
selection of video products, and titles
and special effects. A class project and
field trip are planned. The class will
meet on Wednesdays, Sept. 21 — Nov.
9, in Madison Hall, Room 223, from 6 to
8 p.m.
Christmas! Yes, it's that time of year
again and "A Williamsburg Christmas Decorations For Your Home" will
m a k e holiday decorating e a s y a n d fun.
Learn how to make natural,
inexpensive Christmas decorations
inspired by historic Williamsburg. This
one-day workshop will meet on
Wednesday, Nov. 30, from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m., at the Baptist Student Union at
the intersection of Sparkman Drive and
Holmes Avenue.
If you would like more information on
these or other courses, contact the
UAH Division of Continuing Education
at (205)895-6007 or 895-6355.

Can you sell ads? Come by The Exponent's office,

SOON!!!!

15% commission

Crappie-athon." Brock said. "There
were no rooms to be found, and the
band eventually sought refuge in "the
nastiest trailer in the world."
Fortunately, Sticky Fingerz has had
help enduring these- hardships.
"One of our biggest assets is
support," said Diane Morgan. Family
interest in the band is invaluable, with
the Morgans' mother and Brock's wife
coming through frequently.
Sticky Fingerz performs the classic
Rolling Stones-Led Zeppelin type
material as well as the more recent vein
of INXS and U2. Recently, the band has
own material.
"We're going back toward originals
after spending some time on the road,"
Brock said.
Group members emphasize their

individuality as being a crucial balancing
factor behind Sticky Fingerz' creative
output.
"I've learned a lot being in the band,"
Diane Morgan said. "We've got a
combined effort. We need each other."
"We're all open-minded," Brock
added.
As the fall touring season
approaches, the group is seeking more
advance bookings and considering
changing its name to "XL." A new name
would be helpful in projecting a different
image.
"It's a matter of solidifying the band,"
Diane Morgan said.
Scott Brock believes the group's
mission is clear.
"Once you prove yourself, you get
better gigs and better pay," he said.

ALCOHOL AWARENESS;
October 13, 1988

NAB

NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE

CONTEST
WIN $50.00
- submit your favorite non-alcoholic beverage recipe
and you may win $50.00.
- Turn in your recipe to the University Center
Information Desk by October 6, 1988.
- Entries will be judged on taste, presentation, and
originality.
- Open to UAH students & student organizations
- A selection of these NABS will be served at the NAB
BAR in the U.C. on October 13.
- The winner will be announced at 2:30 pm at the
conclusion of the Alcohol Awareness Day on
October 13th in the University Center.
- YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN
sponsorea uy

Student Development Services
113 U.C.
8^-62^

^
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Student participation an important part of ACE
by Pat Newcomb
features reporter
The Association for Campus
Entertainment, or A.C.E. as it is

commonly known, is inneed of student
participation. Currently, there is a
need for a Special Events Director,
Film Series Director and student

representatives.

895-6666
UAH
Information

Concerts

Information

Performances

Information

Symposium & Lecture
Information

Cabaret

Information

Film Series

Information

Drama Productions
Information

Most students are probably not
aware of the extent of A.C.E.'s scope of
activities. The association has several
divisions including Drama Board, Film
Series, Symposium and Lecture,
Publicity, Cabaret, and Special Events.
A student heads each of these
committees as the director, and other
students participate sis members of
these committees.
The purpose of A.C.E. is to provide
entertainment for the campus. A.C.E.
does not concentrate on the scholarly
aspect so much yet, "The scope of what
students learn about" broadens their
knowledge, according to Tina Rodgers,
vice president of A.C.E. That is the
reason A.C.E. members try to bring the
students a wide range of activities from
singers to comedians to plays and
movies, as well as speakers such as the
controversial "Mayflower Madam,"
Sydney Biddle Barrows.
"We want the students to know who
we are and what we do," said Rodgers.
A.C.E. operates on the student activity
fees that each student pays every
quarter. The money goes to pay for the
entertainers as well as expenses for
publicity for events and many other
aspects of the programs sponsored by
the organization.
"Students gripe about the student
activity fees and complain about the
fact that we don't get big name
performers, but there is no money for
big names," Rodgers said. For example,
a bigtime comedian like Jay Leno
charges $25,000 plus expenses, and
A.C.E. has to pay for promotion. "We
would have to charge a lot of money to
make any money back," said Rodgers.
Low student turnout for planned
activities is a problem for A.C.E.
"We want students to know that
regardless of whether they show up, it's
their money," Rodgers said. A frequent
complaint heard from students is that
no alcohol is served, so they go
somewhere else. According to
Rodgers, state law prohibits the sale of

alcohol on campus.
"We try to make shows at a time
where thev can go out [before an
event]," she said. That way, students
can have dinner and still have time to
have entertainment that they are
entitled to free of charge.
Students interested in getting
involved on campus would find that
A.C.E. has much to offer the individual.
"If you don't know what you want to
get involved in and you have any free
time, then come help us out," said
Rodgers. Other members of the board
of directors had high praise for the
organization, including Don Watson,
cabaret director.
"This has been the highlight of my
campus career," said Watson.
Anyone interested in A.C.E. should
call 895-6428 or go by the A.C.E. office
which is located in the University
Center, inside the SG A's offices (Room
106). The board of directors also wants
to encourage students to make
suggestions for ways to improve
campus entertainment. Students can
call the A.C.E. office or can leave
suggestions in the SGA suggestion box
located in the hall outside the SGA
offices.
Upcoming ACE events include the
rock and roll band Government
Cheese. They will perform Friday,
Sept. 23 at 8 p.m. in the UC Exhibit
Hall. There is a $1 charge which will be
donated to the Make-A-Wish
foundation. The plans for Octoberfest
which is October 13-15 are already in
the works. The theme this year is the
UAH Conflict, which is based on the
late sixties and Vietnam.
This
Octoberfest will feature tie-dyed Tshirts and Adrian Cronauer, the man
whose service in Vietnam was the basis
for the film "Good Morning Vietnam".
For more information on events,
students may call The Source, a
recording of upcoming ACE events. A
message may be left if more information
is needed, 205-895-6666

Opportunities
Information

Seminars

Information

Parties

Information

Special Events

Alcohol Awareness Day October 13, 1988
104)0 am - 3:30 pm

Information
1:30 - 2:30 pm

A.C.E.
Association for
Campus Entertainment

895-6666

FREE DRINKS
University Center Lobby
NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES SERVED
DRINKING SENSIBLY OR STUPIDLY
University Center, Exhibit Hall A
Your reflexes don't lie.
Come see how alcohol affects SGA President,
John Ortiz and other campus and community personalities.

2:30 - 3:30 pm

NAB CONTEST
University Center, Exhibit Hall A
Non-Alcoholic Beverage recipes submitted by UAH
students and/or student organizations will be
judged.
$50.00 AWARDED for the best recipe. You must be
be present to win.

Sponsored by the University Center
and Student Development Services (895-6203)
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New Lancers selected to serve UAH in 1988-89
The growing scope and outreach of
UAH is reflected in the students
selected recently to serve as 1988-89
Lancers. All colleges are represented
among the 20 students who come to
UAH from eight states and three
countries.
The Lancers are the official student
representatives or ambassadors of
UAH. They are carefully screened for
their leadership and communication,
skills in order to help the UAH faculty,
administration and students. The
students contribute almost 1000 hours
of service to UAH each year.
According to Mike Zari, president of
the group, "This year, the Lancers will
be looking for new ways to support the
University while continuing to
participate in campus events, to assist
with student and faculty receptions,
and to speak with and provide tours to
visitors to the campus."
"We look forward to getting to know
President and Mrs. Padulo and hope to
assist them in the activities they
sponsor."
Zari continued, "Dr. Padulo has
given important indications that he is
very interested in getting to know
students and to interact with student
groups, so we anticipate that the
Lancers will be called on frequently.
This is an exciting time for UAH!"
Virginia Sollie Quick, director of
Annual Giving, is the group's advisor,
and Rinda Mueller, University
Advancement secretary, is the
administrative advisor. Any
administrator, faculty member, or
student organization who would like
assistance from the Lancers should
contact Ms. Quick or Ms. Mueller at
895-6503. The members of this year's
group are:
Marisa Benavides — A junior nursing
major from Huntsville, Benavides has
been amember of the Association of
Nursing Students, an officer of Chi
Omega sorority, a mehiber of the
Dean's Advisory Board for the College
of Nursing, and Pi Kappa Alpha
"Dream Girl."
Everett Brooks — A senior in
electrical engineering, this second-year
Lancer from Huntsville has been an
officer locally and nationally in the
National Society of Black Engineers.
He was the 1987 Homecoming King and
a member of the UAH Presidential
Selection Committee.
Rebecca Dalzell — Dalzell graduated
from high school in Germany and
attended Central Michigan University a
year before transferring to UAH. At
UAH she has become active in Chi
Omega sorority and through her job in
the Alumni Affairs Office.
Amy Dickson — Dickson visited
UAH from her home in Atlanta based
on the recommendation of a teacher;
and she stayed because she liked the
size and atmosphere of the campus. A
junior in marketing, she has been
involved in Chi Omerga sorority, with
intramural sports, in the UAH
Phonathon, and with her work at the

1988-89 UAH Lancers are: (left to right) front row — John Ortiz, Mat Peterson,
Shane Prestegard; second row — Ardis Morton, Rebecca Dalzell, Darla Owens, Amy Dickson,
Marisa Benavides, Daren Johnson, Paul Blum; third row — Carol Ann Vaughn, Anuj Saxena, Kristi,
Heatley, Everett Brooks, Ginny Frazier, Garrett Griffin, Kathy Harrison, Camille Johnson, and
Mike Zari. Not pictured: Rea McLeroy.
(photo courtesy of University Relations)
Library.
Ginny Frazier — A communications
major, Frazier is gaining practical
experience through her job at "The
Huntsville Times." A Huntsville native,
this UAH senior is active in many
community organizations and lists her
hobbies as jogging, biking and talking.
Garrett Griffin — Griffin came to
UAH when his parents moved to
Huntsville from Tennessee and liked it
so much he decided to stay when they
moved to Birmingham. A junior in
electrical engineering, Garrett is active
in intramurals and Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity and was the student director
of the Spring Phonathon.
Kathy Harrison — An engineering
co-op student at SDC, Harrison was
captain of the women's basketball team
and, after completing her years of
eligibilitly, served as assistant
basketball coach for one year. She is a
second year Lancer and has been a
member of ASCE and SGA.
Kristi Heatley — Heatley has been
involved in Omicron Delta Kappa,
Kappa Delta sorority, the UAH Wind
Ensemble, Circle K, and the Public
Relations Council of Alabama, but she
is probably best know for her work with
the UAH Choir. As a senior majoring in
music, she has been a featured soloist
with the choir and in the community.
Camille Johnson — Johnson is a
senior in accounting who is gaining
practical experience through her work
in research and records with the
Development Office. She has been a
member of the Accounting Club and
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has held numerous offices and
leadership positions with Le Cercle
Francais.
Karen Johnson — A junior in
procurement management, Johnson
has been the first person to meet many
new students through her work in the
Admissions Office at UAH as a peer
recruiter. She has been a member of
the Athletic Hostesses, the French
Club, Delta Zeta sorority and the Public
Relations Council of Alabama.
Ardis Morton — Although she plans
to major in management of accounting,
Marton has demonstrated a talent in
the communications field: she won a
National Urban League Essay Contest,
was chosen to represent her high
school in a literary rally, and has
worked as a reporter for The
Exponent. At UAH, this sophomore
from New Orleans has been public
relations chairman for the Black
Student Association and has worked in
the Office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs.
Darla Owens — A senior in
marketing, Owens is employed by
Career Planning and Placement. This
Spring she was nominated for the
National Collegiate Leadership Award.
A former Resident Advisor for Campus
Housing, she has been active in Alpha
Lambda Delta, Chi Omega sorority and
the Athletic Hostesses.
Mat Peterson — Peterson came to
UAH from the University of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, with Dr. John Gilbert. As a
senior in mechanical engineering with a
minor in applied optics, Peterson has
been active in revitalizing the UAH
chapter of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers and planning the
cross-country trip for the HPV team.
Shane Prestegard — Prestegard is a
sophomore hockey player majoring in
biology. In his first year at UAH, Shane
began to emerge as a campus leader by
serving as an SGA legislator for three
months and by distinguishing himself as
a member of the hockey team for which
he was recognized at the Athletic
Banquet.
Anuj Saxena — With a bachelor's
degree in commerce from
the
College is more than just classes.
Get involved with campus clubs!!!

University of Delhi, Saxena is pursuing
a master's at UAH in Management
Information Systems (MIS). In the short
time he's been at UAH, Anuj become
involved in activities with UAH
Housing, participated in the UAH
Phonathon, and traveled extensively
throughout the eastern U.S.
Carol Ann Vaughn — A sophomore
majoring in communications, Vaughn is
a member of Delta Zeta sorority, the
UAH Choir and the Baptist Student
Union. Vaughn, who works at Castner
Knott department store, received the
Highest Greek Pledge Award last year.
Mike Zari — As president of the
Lancers this year, a full-time research
analyst with Dynetics, and a graduate
student in electrical engineering
(optics), Zari should have enough to do.
But he also seems to show up in most of
the community theatrical productions
and has been seen in local T.V.
commercials. A native of New Jersey,
this second-year Lancer earned his
undergraduate degree from Stevens
Institute of Technology.
Three students also are members of
the Lancers in Ex Officio capacity.
They are:
Rea McLeroy — The immediate past
president of Lancers, McLeroy works
at UAH as the Sports Information
Director. A senior in communications,
she has been involved in Alpha Lambda
Delta, Public Relations Council of
Alabama, the Debate Team, Psi Chi
honor society, and the Student Judicial
Board.
Paul Blum — A senior majoring in
management and marketing, Blum has
been a leader during his years at UAH
as captain of the hockey team, a
member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity,
and the Athletic Efirector's Roundtable.
He came to UAH from Michigan, but
plans to make Huntsville his home.
John Ortiz — As the 1988-89 SGA
President, Ortiz will look for
opportunities to encourage interaction
among the Lancers and other student
organizations. A native of Denver, he is
a senior at UAH who has made a
significant impact on many campus
organizations. Because of his
contributions, he was named the Most
Outstanding Student Leader for 196788.
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For Only $1.00

Government
Cheese

Friday, September 23,1988 at 8:00 p.m.

University Center Exhibit Hall
Admission $1.00 for Everyone

ALL PROCEEDS TO GO TO MAKE-A-WISH
For further information call

895-6666
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SWE to sponsor "Men of UAH" bachelor auction
Here's an event all you single girls
shouldn't miss. The society of Women
Engineers (SWE) will be sponsoring the
first annual "Men of UAH" Bachelor
Auction.
The bachelor will present himself to
the ladies as his personality demands,
and he will be the date of the highest
lady bidder. All ladies will have an
opportunity to meet the bachelors and
hear what each considers a "dream
date." Student and faculty bachelors
will be auctioned and nominations are
still being accepted.

The auction is to be an event of
Friday, Oct. 7, at 7 p.m. in the
University Center, Room 146.
Refreshments will be served and a $1
donation will be accepted at the door.
All proceeds from the bachelor
auction will go to the SWE scholarship
fund at UAH. This year, two
scholarships are to be awarded: one to
an academically talented engineering
student and one to a returning (older)
female student.
For more information about the
auction or to make bachelor

nominations, call the Mechanical
Engineering office at 895-6154.
The Society of Women Engineers will
also be having many more fundraisers
and activities throughout the 1988-89
school year.
An ice cream social is scheduled for
Tuesday, Sept. 27, at 8 p.m., in the
Engineering Building, Room 123. Also,
one regular activity that SWE is
undertaking is the construction of a
resume book, containing resumes of
students interested in part-time, fulltime, or summer jobs. The resume

book will be published in the spring and
distributed to companies in the area.
Other SWE activities for the year
include guest speakers, a high school
outreach program, industrial tours,
participation in regional and national
conferences, and the expansion of the
SWE scholarship program.
For more information about joining
SWE, contact the ME office at 8956154.

Hunt to sue EPA over PCB-contaminated soil
Gov. Guy Hunt has notified the
federal Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) he intends to file a
lawsuit to stop the shipment of PCBcontaminated soil from Texas to the
landfill at Emelle, Ala.
In a letter to EPA Administrator
Lee Thomas and other federal officials,
and to the Texas Water Commission
and Chemical Waste Management Inc.,
operators of the Emelle landfill, Hunt
gave notice of intent to file an action to
stop the shipment of 47,000 tonof PCBladen dirt scheduled for this fall.
Hunt, along witn other state officials,
learned only through newspaper
articles of the planned shipment of
hazardous PCBs to Alabama. He
wrote that Alabama is not satisfied with
the EPA's handling of the matter and
that federal law was violated when
federal and Texas state authorities
decided to ship the PCBs to Alabama
rather than treating and disposing of
them in Texas, Hunt said federal law

also was violated when authorities
failed to notify Alabama officials of the
planned
shipment after acting
"arbitrarily and capriciously" in -the
decision not to treat the wastes in
Texas.
In July, Hunt urged EPA to delay the
shipment for at least three months and
launch a thorough investigation of the
decision. He first asked EPA on June
22 tostop the shipment, and he has sent
representatives to Washington on
numerous occasions attempting to
reach a settlement that would stop the
shipment.
"I had hoped that the EPA would see
that the decision to ship that PCBcontaminated soil to Alabama was
flawed from the outset and that it put
the people of our state at personal
health risk without even allowing them
to have a chance to raise an objection,"
Hunt said in a prepared statement. " I
am very disappointed that the federal
government has chosen not to take

Financial aid available for
undergraduate students
Despite federal cuts in student aid, a
substantial amount of financial aid is still
available for the college-bound from
private sources.
Civic organizations, corporations,
professional associations and religious
groups award $3 billion in grants, loans
and scholarships each year. Thousands
of scholarships are available but
information about them is not widely
publicized. As a result more than $145
million in student aid went unused last
year.
An organization called College
Scholarship Finders is helping students
find sources of financial aid for their
college and graduate school education.
CSF uses a computer system to link
students with specific aid after they fill

out a dataform which asks for
information such as family background,
academic achievements and after
school activities.
The goal of College Scholarship
Finders is to ensure that these
scholarships reach the students that
need them. Information is available to
high school juniors and seniors and
college freshmen, while graduate
school information is available for
college seniors and first-year graduate
students. This information is available
to United States citizens only.
For more information write to
College Scholarship Finders, Box 8159,
Flushing, NY 11352, or call (718)2750388.

another look at its handling of this
matter, andIregret that it appears that I
must now ask the courts to stop this
shipment. But I have an obligation to

protect the people of Alabama and to
see that our rights are safeguarded, and
that is why this legal action is
necessary."

Applications available for
Arts and Crafts Show
Applications are now being accepted
for the seventh annual Spinners Arts
and Crafts Show in Prattville, Ala.
Exhibitors from across the Southeast
will display their crafts at this annual
event. The show willbe held at Spinners
Park, West Sixth Street, in Prattville,
Oct. 22 and 23, 1988, from 9 a.m. — 4
p.m.
Live entertainent and special
performances will be featured. Special
games and children activities are

scheduled during the day along with a
Country Store and concessions.
Admission to the show is free. There
will be $1,000 in prize monies to be
awarded to exhibitors as well as raffle
drawings for spectators.
Interested exhibitors should contact
Georgia Smith, 709 Spencer Street,
Prattville, Ala. 36067, or phone 205365-3533

Southern Poetry Contest
to offer $1000 in prizes
The second annual Southern Classic
Poetry Contest is offering$1000 in cash
prizes to new poets and professionals
who enter this distinguished
competition. Besides the prestigious
$500 Grand Prize, there is a $250 first
prize, a $100 second prize and 3 third
prizes of $50 each. All poems will be
considered for publication in the "1989
American Anthology of southern
Poetry." Winners will be notified by
Jan. 1, 1989.
Every poet who enters this contest
will receive a free subscription to
"Poetics," the dynamic newsletter of
Great Lakes Poetry Press which
profiles contemporary poets, reports

TECHNICAL PEN SAVINGS
SsMEDTLER
PLUS FREE SCHOOL SUPPLIES u|j||

rattm

Get this FREE Value Pack of Staedtler school
supplies and reuseable CacheCase worth $12,
when you buy a specially-priced Marsmatic
technical pen set with 7 pens plus ink.
Available now at your college store.

700 S7

on the latest developments in American
poetry, and provides special contest
announcements and updates.
Each poet may enter one (and only
one) poem, 20 lines or less, on any
subject, written in any style. Poem and
poet's name and address must be typed
or printed on one side of a sheet of
typing paper. Poet should keep a copy
since the entry cannot be returned.
There is no entry fee for this contest.
This contest ends October 15,1988.
Entries should be mailed to:
Southern Classic Poetry Contest
Great Lakes Poetry Press
P.O. Box 56703
Harwood Heights, IL 60656.

Solutions
puzzels on page 6
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MUTER CANPIPRTE.PIP 1
YOU NOT SAY IN FT SPEECH
JULY 29 RN THAT RICH PEOPLE
5H0ULP 36 GROUNP UP INTO J
FREE MEAT LOAF FOR THE A
UNEMPLOYEP

I SHIP THAT?
1 PtPN'T JOY THfFT
...PIP I REALLY
MY WAT ?
y

1
I WINK WIS HAS
GONE ON QUITE LONG
ENOUGH. YOU ALL MflNT
TO KNOW WHAT 1 BRUM
IN? IIL TEU YOU... y

WIS ISN'T PLEASANT
SO I'LL JUST SAY
IT: WERE PROPPING
YOU FROM WE
MEAPOM _
/
TICKET. ) S^?<

SO.. YA SEE ? FEELING
INSECURE 7 GOT AN
INFERIORITY ATTACK ?..
WEN JUST LOOK AROUNP
ATAU WE PWEEBS7

J BELIEVE IN REAL PUTTER
ON POPCORN. J PEL/EYE IN
LONG WALKS IN WE RAIN.. SAP
SONUS AT MIPNIGHTBOYSENBERRY PIE. TOTAL SURRENPER
TO WE COMUNISTS.. ANP
LONG. MARIA SLOPPY KISSES.

I'M AFRAIP IT'S THE
'LABEL" WING ...
I'M SURE

YOU UNPERSTANP. „

NOW. WHAT ME NEEP
IS AN ULTRA CONSERVATIVE
RIGHT-MING NUT FOR
YOUR REPLACEMENT...

' YEAH.

M ,•
f&UH ,

...ME

\

GOTTA \
NUPGE \
THIS PARTY
BACK
TOMARPS
WE MIPPLE

\POYOUKNOM\
1 WHAT WIS
\ IS ABOUT?J

Y^/RI

tiS

M

IPS A PITY
HITLER'S PEAP.'

ISebnesbag, September

HERE: "HUGH HEFNER'S TEEN-AGE
FIANCEE CLAIMS TO LOVE
>
HEF ONLY FOR HIS
F
HUMANITY'. HEF BUYS I T " )

THERE'
SEE *

MUCH

BETTER.'

I PIPN'T WAWT 70
BE VICE PRB5IPENT
ANYWAYS'... TO HECK
WITH GOVERNMENT
^ SEENTEE

YUP. OPUS WAS PRETTY
UPSET ABOUT BEIN0
BOUNCE? FROM /
/
V POLITICS.

GO AHEAP.
QUIZ ME ON
CHAPTER TWO.

IN FACT, 1 THINK I'LL
ENTER A PRDFE55I0N
THAT RELIEVES ME
OF PEPENFENCE
<
ON THE AMERICAN )
TAXPAYER^

"KEEP THOSE
KEEP THOSE
FLAT-FOOTEP
FLAT-FOOTEP
OOOMBAHS
OOOMBAHS
IN WASHINGTON IN WASHINGTON
OUT OF MY
OUT OF MY
HAIR..." / V HAIR... F

:HURRY UF
WITH MY
FEPERAL
BAIL-OUT
CHECK. ~ >

SELFLESS
SERVANT
TO MOTHER
=\ EARTH.

..ANP PLACE BETWEEN GUM
ANO CHEEK. SPIT RES IFOE
AT POOS, BOOS, BANKERS:

HE'S LEARN/NO
TO BE 77 MAN
OF THE EARTH:

TVEHEARPHES
ON VOCATIONAL
REBOUNP...

SAY THE FOLLOW!NO
TWO THINGS IN
ONE BREATH
E OKAYWITHOUT
I SHOOT/
CRACKING UP:

I'LL BE A
FARMER

HURRY UPHEE '
HEE'
HEE'
. HE&'S

BLOOM COUNT
Jby Berke Breathed

AW WY
"'CHAPTER ONE THE S0PHIST1CATEP
FARMER"

' THE REFERENCE BETWEEN
BANKRUPTCY ANP A PROFIT
ABLE HARVEST CAN SOMETIMES
BE AS SIMPLE AS THE
SOPHISTICATEP USE OF A
PERSONAL COMPUTER."

YES, 1 BELIEVE WE CAN
NOW PTSPENSE WITH THE
TERM -YAHOO." THANK YOU
-GOTO VERY MUCH.

R LESSEE... ONE-HALF BUSHEL
CORN. TWO FVUNPS CHEMICALLY
FATTENEP TOMATERS.
ONE YAM

OOP HELP ME, IV
NEV&TWZ VR7HK
VFSVNCTLY
WAY OF
UY^Y

PROU6HT. FIRE. LOCUSTS.
FLOOP. EARTHQUAKE.
POUAR PLUMMETEP.
GRAIN EMBARGO. BANK
FORECLOSEP. COWS GOT
WE FLU. P/O BIT THE
MAILMAN.

FPIPLUS A TORNAPO HLT
FPURING THE TOMATER
HARVEST.

I

/ JUST TLL TM
I BACK ON MY FEET
YVU KNOW
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COCKROACHV

ill

yttRVO//

T-MINUS 967 H0UK5,
23 MiNirres, !75ecoNPs...
T-MINU5 987 HOURS.
23 MtNures, 12 secotJrt...
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The Association for Campus Entertainment
currently has (2) salaried positions open

Special Events Director — $120 a month. The Special Events
Director is responsible for major events during the school year
such as Octoberfest and Springfest. Octoberfest is designed to
acquaint new students with A.C.E. and show them what to
expect in the coming year. Activities usually consist of weekday
entertainment and a campus-wide party.

Film Series Director — $120 a month. Film Series Director
provides weekly movies throughout each quarter. The series
presents block-buster movies, classics, and film festivals.

Applications may be picked up at the U.C. Information Desk
The deadline is October 5, 1988

All Directors must have a 2.0 G.P.A. or higher and be enrolled 3 of the next <•
quarters. Directors are required to have 8 office hours a week.

Get Involved!!!
www

£3,

20 ®bc
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Continuing Education offers
entertaining courses this fall

The Exponent/University Bookstore
College Football *88
CONTEST!| ||

GRAND PRIZE
One UAH Jacket
Our grand prize winner will be selected at the end of the season by a random
drawing from among the weekly contest winners.

WEEKLY PRIZES
A/$10 gift certificate from the University Bookstore
for clothing or gifts.

CONTEST ONE
home

away

Alabama

Vanderbilt

Auburn

Tennessee

Georgia

South Carolina

LSU

Ohio State

Mississippi State

Florida

Florida State

Michigan State

Memphis State

Tulane

Arizona State

Nebraska

Southern California

Oklahoma

Notre Dame

Purdue

Alabama A&M

Albany State

Air Force

Wyoming

Pittsburgh

West Virginia

Texas A&M

Oklahoma State

Jacksonville State

Valdosta State

tie

TIEBREAKER
Predict the total points scored in the Florida State
Michigan State game

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
PHONE—

m

easy to enter? Test your football wizardry.

RULES

1) Select one winning team or a tie for each game listed. Two or no marks will
result in a disqualification of the entry.
2) Estimate the combined points scored by both teams in the tie breaker
game.
3) Weekly winners will be determined by the most correct games selected. In
case of a tie, the tie-breaker will be used to determine which contestant is
closer to the combined scores of the two teams.
4) The decision of the judges is final.
5) Entries must be received at the UAH University Bookstore, ground floor
of the University Center, by 5:00 p.m. Friday preceding the game day.
6) Only three (3) entries per contestant per week are permitted.
7) Employees of the University Bookstore and the University Center as well
as Exponent staff are ineligible.
8) Each weekly winner will be awarded a $10 gift certificate towards clothing
and gifts from the University Bookstore,have their name announced as the
weekly winner in The Exponent, and be eligible for the grand prize drawing.
9) Only weekly winners will beeKgiblefor the Grand Prize drawing at the end
of the season.

_

If you're into physical activities,
rigorous and entertaining courses have
been planned this fall for you by the
UAH Division of Continuing Education.
Successful "Quail Hunting" is the
purpose of this new outdoor course.
Participants will learn hunting strategy
and techniques, where to hunt, working
with Pointers, Spaniels and Bird dogs,
and cleaning, dressing and cooking the
bird. Skeet shooting at the Redstone
Arsenal Skeet Range and quail hunting
at Parches Cove Hunting Preserve are
included. Professional guide Neal
Johnson will teach the course Sept. 22
— Oct. 30, from 6 to 8 p.m. Location
sites for the outdoor workshop include
Room 206 of Spragins Hall, Redstone
Arsenal and Parches Cove Preserve.
So you've always wanted to roller
skate! Well, now there is no excuse for
not en"rolling". "Beginning Roller
Skating" will teach you starting,
stopping, and forward and backward
skating. Professional skater Vicki

Jeffreys will teach the skills necessary
to enjoy this very popular and fun
activity. The class meets on Tuesdays,
Sept. 27 — Nov. 22, from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m., at the Carousel Roller Skating
Rink.
Are you looking for a new way to lose
weight? "Karate Aerobics" is- an
exciting weight loss regimen that will
tone your body and release tension.
The discipline and self-defense
methods of karate are combined with
the cardiovascular development and
excitement of aerobics. The in-class
workouts afe enhanced by music.
Fitness instructor and advanced karate
student Phyllis Griggs will teach the
class Sept. 21 — Nov. 30, on Mondays
and Wednesdays, form 8:15 to 9:15
a.m., in Spragins .Hall, Balcony 1.
If you would like more information on
these or other courses, contact the
UAH Division of Continuing Education
at (205)895-6007 or 895-6355.

Registration dates announced
for new intramural season
The 1988 Intramural fall season will
begin Oct. 9, 1988. This fall season we
will be playing Flag Football (men's and
coed) and Floor Hockey (men's only).
Registration will be Sept. 21 — Oct.
5. Registration is open to all currently
enrolled UAH students, faculty and
staff. All registration forms for both
sports must be turned in by 10 p.m.,
Oct. 5.

There will be a captain's meeting Oct.
6 for Flag Football at 7 p.m. and Floor
Hockey at 8 p.m. The meetings will be
held at Spragins Hall. Rules and
regulations will be handed out at these
meetings: therefore, a representative of
each team must attend. For further
information, please contact Irene
Fleischman or Eric Ward at 895-6144.
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Ad Sales
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For more information contact

The Exponent
895-6090
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